MEDICAL ISSUES OF INTEREST:
I a m going to take liberal license to condense a story for you from the Vietnam Veterans of
America paper in which a Vietnam veteran who serves on the council in New York State has
written about his own experience recently. Through some simple blood tests to do nothing but
increase his life insurance policy, this veteran discovered that despite NO SYMPTOMS he had Hepatitis C! After
1 year of taking Interferon, the hepatitis C became inactive & he was told by VA and private physicians that
after 5 years of no signs of activity of Hep C, it could not return. After a long stretch of feeling well, a chronic
cough got to be too much, a trip to the ER & a CT Scan showed a spot on his liver which was diagnosed as
cancer caused by Hepatitis C causing him to lose 1/3 of his liver & directly after his gall bladder was removed
due to cancer‐ caused by Hepatitis C. Lesson shared? Hepatitis C may show up a very long time after Vets return
home, if it does INSIST on being checked for cancer of the liver‐ they go together! There are few symptoms or
warning signs of it and it is dangerous & life threatening. If there is any chance you were exposed during your
time in country‐ get tested‐ get informed. The longer you wait, the more difficult it is to treat. Check it out at
www.veteranshealth.org

W

e always try to include a short article about the continuing work of David and Sharon Sand in their
efforts to send packages to 716th MPs stationed anywhere around the world ( or other MP BN if they
contact Sharon or David). For those who are new to our newsletters~ I will repeat that they send packages year
round to our soldiers using donations & rather than exchange birthday or any other gifts between themselves,
all that money goes into “goodies” to pack and shipping fees. Below are some examples of email received by
Sharon recently; I thought you might enjoy reading it as we again acknowledge their time & efforts.
The following came from the 194th Military Police Co. ~ Iraq Centcom
“Dear Mrs. Sand,
Let me start by thanking you and your husband for all your support! I would also like to thank

your husband

for his service during the Vietnam War. To us older soldiers, it can be somewhat awkward how we are treated and
supported by Americans these days compared to how all the Vietnam vets were treated during and after that
conflict. Thank you for your service back then and your continued service now. It is truly appreciated.”

E

mail #2 ~ also short & to the point comes from Jeremiah currently stationed in Afghanistan~
To Sharon Sand, I would first like to thank you for the support you have shown in this time of war.

You know we could not be doing what we do without the support of loved ones on the home front. People tell

me that I am their hero- but even we have heroes! To me- those who served during the Vietnam War are the true
heroes! Doing a job they were told they HAD to do without the support like we have today. My father was a Marine
during Vietnam & luckily came home alive & in one piece. As for me, this is my 4th deployment. I served 1 yr. in
Iraq in 2003, then 2006-07 with the 561st MP Co. (716th MP BN), again in 2009 with the 163rd MP Det (716th MP
BN).” Limited space prevents me from putting the entire email in from here on- but I believe it is on our website
also!! He did end the email saying no matter what- it is so good to return to base & find a “package ya’ll put
together sitting on my bed”. THANK YOU!

In reading these, I hope you can appreciate the feelings & true appreciation these soldiers are trying to express
to the Sand’s & our group for caring enough to continue to support fellow MPs over 40 years after our own
MPs have come home. Sharon has a personal connection with MANY commanders stationed throughout the
world , so she gets first hand feedback as to what is needed by our service people to help make their
deployment more comfortable wherever they are away from their home here in the USA. If you feel so
inclined, you can contact them to offer support or a donation to help the cause. Anytime a package goes out
with your help in any way, a note is included with all of your information. To contact David & Sharon, please
use their email address davids@716mpvietnam.org or call them at 513‐229‐0873. Or feel free to contact any
of your officers listed on the first page of this newsletter.

SICK CALL

We wish to send out our best wishes to

At the Branson reunion, there was an author

All of our members that are not feeling
present, Ted Pannell, selling his book “ Vietnam
well at this time. Two that we know of
Stories‐Dreams to Nightmares”. He sold many
are Donald Roush & Bill Purnell who have both made far
copies and is still getting requests for the book.
too many trips to the doctor’s offices and the VA hospitals. If you would like to preview or purchase a copy
Please keep them in your thoughts.
please visit the following website
http://vietnamstories.tateauthor.com

